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Field-programmable gate arrays (FPGAs) provide a promising technology that can improve performance of many highperformance computing and embedded applications. However, unlike software design tools, the relatively immature state of FPGA
tools significantly limits productivity and consequently prevents widespread adoption of the technology. For example, the lengthy
design-translate-execute (DTE) process often must be iterated to meet the application requirements. Previous works have enabled
model-based, design-space exploration to reduce DTE iterations but are limited by a lack of accurate model-based prediction of
key design parameters, the most important of which is clock frequency. In this paper, we present a core-level modeling and design
(CMD) methodology that enables modeling of FPGA applications at an abstract level and yet produces accurate predictions of
parameters such as clock frequency, resource utilization (i.e., area), and latency. We evaluate CMD’s prediction methods using
several high-performance DSP applications on various families of FPGAs and show an average clock-frequency prediction error of
3.6%, with a worst-case error of 20.4%, compared to the best of existing high-level prediction methods, 13.9% average error with
48.2% worst-case error. We also demonstrate how such prediction enables accurate design-space exploration without coding in a
hardware-description language (HDL), significantly reducing the total design time.

1. Introduction
Field-programmable gate arrays (FPGAs) combine flexibility
of software with performance of custom hardware, often
resulting in orders of magnitude speedup [1–3] and improved
energy efficiency [4–6]. Despite these advantages, FPGA
usage has been limited largely due to a requirement for
hardware expertise and relatively immature design flows. A
typical FPGA design flow follows a design-translate-execute
(DTE) methodology where the designer designs registertransfer level (RTL) functionality, translates that functionality
into a circuit through synthesis, placement, and routing,
and finally executes the resulting circuit for verification or
performance analysis. One significant problem with this
approach is that design-space exploration (DSE) must iterate
over the lengthy DTE process, resulting in low productivity.
To optimize a design, the designer must reevaluate design
decisions, modify the code, retranslate the code, reexecute the
new circuit, and iterate until constraints are met. These DTE

iterations can require weeks or months of increased design
time [7, 8], because even if only minor change is made to the
code, placement and routing may take hours or even days.
As a solution to this problem, previous works [9–
14] introduced techniques for model-based, design-space
exploration before creating a functional design. As shown
in Figure 1, we refer to such exploration as formulation.
To perform formulation, a designer abstractly models an
application and makes predictions (e.g., [15]) that enable
rapid exploration of the design space. Instead of iterating over
DTE in search of good design choices, a designer using DSE
tools can iterate during formulation to identify the promising
designs before performing DTE. By reducing DTE iterations,
formulation has shown to significantly improve productivity
[16].
Current formulation tools [12, 15] model algorithm
implementation on FPGAs (i.e., FPGA applications) as a
black box and make performance predictions based on key
parameters of the model (e.g., clock frequency, area, and
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Figure 1: Formulation, design, translation, execution (FDTE)
model for FPGA application development.

latency), which are often provided by designers via estimation
or implementation. Although implementation can produce
accurate parameter values, it is time-consuming due to
lengthy placement and routing. Therefore, when using those
formulation tools, application designers typically settle for
crude parameter-estimation methods (e.g., use lowest frequency among components as estimated frequency of entire
application). It is not uncommon that the crude estimations
fail to differentiate design choices or even favor inferior
designs over good ones. There is a need for better estimation
methods of the parameters to enable more accurate DSE and
more effective formulation.
To enable easier and more accurate parameter estimation
for FPGA applications, we introduce a core-level modeling
and design (CMD) methodology. By providing parameterprediction methods for models created from RTL cores,
CMD enables modeling of an FPGA application at an abstraction level that matches the required resources (i.e., core level),
using accurate parameters for each core. With such models,
CMD’s prediction methods can produce accurate estimations
of parameters such as clock frequency, resource utilization
(i.e., area), and latency of an FPGA application, enabling corelevel DSE that evaluates various design choices and identifies
the favorable ones based on prediction results. Moreover,
CMD provides the generation of code templates and vendortool frequency constraints to expedite design and translation.
The CMD methods are not limited to manual usage. They
can be automated and potentially integrated into any design
tools, including high-level synthesis tools. We have created a
prototype framework of tools that implements much of the
CMD methodology.
A major research challenge of CMD is predicting the
timing characteristics of FPGA applications based on the
interconnection of coarse-grained cores. Although the timing
parameters of each core can be determined from datasheets
or micro-benchmarking, the interconnection of the cores can
have a significant effect on the achievable clock frequency.
A key contribution of this paper is a core-level prediction
method of clock frequency, which considers the frequency
of each individual core and the effects introduced by their

placement and interconnection on an FPGA. Using several
high-performance DSP applications, our evaluation shows
that the average prediction error of CMD’s clock-frequency
prediction method is 3.6%, with the worst-case error of
20.4%. In comparison, the best of the existing high-level
prediction methods shows an average error at 13.9%, with the
worst-case error of 48.2%. Latency/area prediction methods
are also presented and evaluated, which show 7% worst-case
error. Note that control-oriented tasks are not considered by
CMD because they are typically not on the critical paths of
DSP applications.
To demonstrate that CMD’s clock-frequency prediction
enables more accurate DSE, we present examples of core-level
DSE to show that it differentiates design choices and select
the optimal design in cases where other high-level methods
cannot. Moreover, we demonstrate the productivity benefits
from using CMD for formulation and show significant
development-time reduction for an example application.
In summary, the key contributions of this paper are
listed as follows. A core-level modeling and design methodology was introduced that enables the modeling of FPGA
applications at an abstract level and yet produces accurate
predictions of key design parameters such as clock frequency,
resource utilization (i.e., area), and latency. In particular,
a high-level clock-frequency prediction method has been
developed based on the core-level models of DSP applications on FPGAs. The accuracy of CMD’s clock-frequency
prediction method was evaluated using several typical DSP
applications, demonstrating better accuracy than existing
methods for high-level prediction. Thus, CMD methods
enable accurate design-space exploration without having to
code in a hardware-description language (HDL), significantly
reducing the total design time.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows.
Section 2 presents related research. Section 3 presents
an overview of CMD and the prototype framework. Section 4 discusses the details of the clock-frequency prediction
method of CMD. In Section 5, we present case studies for the
evaluation of the prediction methods and discuss examples of
core-level DSE. Section 6 concludes the paper and discusses
future work.

2. Background and Related Research
This paper is an extension of a previous work [17], in which
we introduced the general core-level modeling and prediction methods, core-level DSE, and constraint generation. In
addition to numerous refinements to the previous work, this
paper includes the following extensions: (1) improved clockfrequency prediction method; (2) more thorough evaluation
with additional case studies; (3) comparison studies with
other high-level frequency prediction methods; and (4)
demonstrative example of CMD’s productivity benefits.
Current formulation tools, such as RAT [15] and RCML
[11, 12], focused on more abstract system-level modeling
and prediction. In those studies, FPGA algorithms and
components are generally modeled as black boxes and clock
frequencies are assumed for system-level performance prediction. CMD models FPGA algorithms at the core level,
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which is generally more detailed than the task level in
RAT and RCML, so that clock frequencies of the tasks can
be systematically predicted. CMD could work in tandem
with such system-level tools by providing accurate clockfrequency predictions. For example, RAT’s performanceprediction accuracy heavily relies on accuracy of the specified
clock frequency. CMD can help RAT to produce more
accurate performance prediction by accurately predicting
this frequency.
Mohanty and Prasanna [18] proposed kernel-level modeling of FPGA algorithms, which is similar to CMD, but their
work focused on power-consumption prediction and did not
provide clock-frequency prediction methods. Xilinx System
Generator [19] shares the same abstract-modeling approach,
but, again, clock-frequency prediction is not provided. A
collection of modeling domains is defined and explored in
Ptolemy [20]. Ptolemy focuses on application design using
numerous models of computation, whereas CMD focuses
on a model common to FPGA applications (i.e., data flow).
Thus, CMD is unique in that it provides rapid model-based
frequency prediction during formulation, without having to
write any RTL code.
Strenski [21] provides a methodology to estimate the theoretical maximum Gflop/s for a given FPGA. However, that
approach estimates theoretical performance independently of
specific applications or circuits. CMD models algorithms and
predicts key parameters after mapping to FPGA.
Two distinct methodologies to predict frequency and
area for FPGA applications are presented in [22, 23]. The
former works at the level of configurable logic blocks (CLBs),
which is of finer grain than CMD’s typical cores. Thus,
more detailed hardware knowledge is required for modeling
and the prediction process is more time-consuming. The
latter works at the FPGA task level, which is generally more
abstract than CMD cores. Although easy to specify, such
abstraction provides less accurate parameter prediction. Also,
the algorithm’s structure is abstracted away to a simple set
of primitive operations. CMD models specific algorithm
structure as well as primitive operations but abstracts away
the low-level device (e.g., CLB) information. In this manner,
CMD can maintain similar prediction accuracy as [22] and
approximate the prediction speed of [23]. Aside from [22,
23], there are many other tools and studies that discuss
parameter prediction for frequency, area, latency, and power
of FPGA applications. Those approaches base their prediction
approaches either on low-level FPGA primitives [24–29] or
on high-level statistical approximations [30–34]. CMD differs
by providing a flexible level of abstraction that can potentially
achieve the results of both approaches. However, CMD
currently does not support prediction of power consumption,
although such support could potentially be added.
A major contribution of this paper is a method for corelevel routing prediction. There are many previous studies in
this area, such as [35, 36]. CMD differs from those works in
three aspects. The first is that the inputs to the models are
of different granularity. For example, Das’s approach [35] is
based on technology-mapped netlists while CMD typically
works at a higher level of abstraction, while also potentially
supporting technology-mapped netlists. Thus, their analysis
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methods cannot be applied to CMD’s model because many
input parameters that their methods require are not available
at CMD’s higher level of abstraction. In fact, one goal of CMD
is to hide low-level details. The second difference is that CMD
targets different types of designers. Previous studies [35, 36]
aim to help FPGA architects, whereas CMD helps FPGA
application designers. Thus, previous approaches mainly
consider exploration of potential FPGA architectures while
CMD focuses mainly on commercial FPGA architectures.
For example, FPGAs in Das’s paper [35] are assumed to
have no DSPs or BRAM blocks. The third difference is the
use of Rent’s rule [37]. Previous works such as [22, 35, 36]
use Rent’s rule on FPGAs with fixed lookup table (LUT)
as their basic block, while two works [35, 36] assume that
Rent’s exponent is available as a parameter and the other
[22] calculates Rent’s exponent empirically. CMD uses Rent’s
rule at a higher level of abstraction, treating a flexible core
as basic block and calculating Rent’s exponent for specific
applications. Moreover, in Das’s paper [35], Rent’s rule is used
in its original form to predict the number of pins, while CMD
uses it to predict average routing delay via Feuer’s work [38].
Feuer’s work is used in research (e.g., [39]) for wire length
estimation. CMD differs from that research by conducting
similar estimation on a higher abstraction level using 𝐾means partitioning heuristic.
High-level synthesis (HLS) tools such as GAUT [40],
Xilinx System Generator [19], and LabVIEW FPGA [41]
improve FPGA productivity by automatically performing
design-space exploration from high-level code. However,
such exploration is restricted by various coding styles, often
requiring designers to write an application in a specific way.
As a result, designers using HLS still must perform repeated
DTE iterations. Overall design time might be reduced by
HLS but translation can still take hours or days. Therefore, formulation provides similar benefits even when using
HLS. Furthermore, it is possible to integrate CMD’s clockfrequency prediction with HLS tools to enable improved
exploration.

3. Overview of CMD Methodology and
Prototype Framework
The CMD methodology supports core-level modeling, parameter prediction, core-level DSE, and code-template/constraint
generation. Figure 2 shows the CMD concept diagram integrated with the FDTE model from Figure 1.
Within the formulation stage, CMD has two major modules: core-level model construction and parameter prediction.
The inputs to the former are the application algorithm and
characteristics of the target FPGA platform, based on which
a model is produced and then used by the latter to predict
values of key design parameters (e.g., frequency, area, and
latency). Core-level DSE (DSE 1 and DSE 2 in Figure 2)
is enabled by evaluating various designs and selecting the
ones with predicted parameters that are satisfactory for a
design goal. The design goal can be singular (e.g., fastest clock
speed, minimum area, or lowest latency) or combinative (e.g.,
fastest clock with an area budget). We pick maximum clock
frequency as the example design goal in this paper, because it
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Figure 3: Core-level model construction with (a) FPGA tasks, (b) core graph, and (c) device characteristics.

is a common goal for high-performance DSP applications on
FPGAs and core-level DSE for this goal is directly enabled
by CMD’s frequency prediction. Core-level DSE can be
performed manually or with automated techniques [42].
To bridge formulation into design and translation, CMD
provides code-template generation and constraint generation.
The former generates skeleton HDL code in the design
stage according to the core-level models. The latter provides
constraints to synthesis, placement, and routing tools in the
translation stage. Finally, the behavior and performance of the
implemented design can be verified in the execution stage.
For proof of concept, we created a prototype framework
of tools that implements and automates much of the CMD
methodology. Although many of the individual modules of
CMD are automated in the prototype framework, interaction
between them currently requires manual effort, resulting in a
semiautomatic approach.
3.1. Core-Level Model Construction. Figure 3 illustrates the
core-level model construction module from Figure 2. The
inputs to the module are the application algorithm and
characteristics of the target FPGA platform. The first step of
core-level model construction is SW/HW partitioning, which
partitions out the tasks of algorithm to be implemented on
FPGAs. We refer to them as FPGA tasks. CMD does not

restrict techniques used for SW/HW partitioning; it can be an
automated partitioning tool (e.g., [43]) or manual partitioning by designer. Note that design decisions are made during
SW/HW partitioning. So, DSE (DSE 1 in Figure 3) could
be conducted either manually by designers or automatically
using DSE tools (based on some heuristics) to explore various
partitions in the search for better parameter values (e.g.,
higher clock frequency) using parameter prediction. After
partitioning, FPGA tasks are modeled through core-graph
creation; and device-characteristics extraction (e.g., device
infrastructure, basic-operation characteristics) is performed
on target FPGA devices in the platform. From device characteristics, parameter values of the core graph are determined
to produce a core-level model.
3.1.1. Core-Graph Creation and Device-Characteristics Extraction. The core-graph models the algorithms of FPGA tasks.
Cores are basic elements of the core graph, which model
algorithmic operations. Cores have inputs/outputs (I/O),
which can be connected by directed links that model data
or control flows. Cores and their links form the core graph.
For example, a core graph for 3-input summation is shown
in Figure 4(a). Cores can be defined at various levels of
granularity. A designer can reduce modeling time by using
more abstract cores (e.g., one 3-input summation core instead
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Figure 4: (a) Core graph and (b) core-level model for 3-input DPFP summation.

of two add cores) at the risk of reduced prediction accuracy.
More abstract cores can also be defined by a core graph. Thus,
a designer/tool can employ hierarchical modeling to manage
large core graphs. Note that algorithmic design decisions
(e.g., operation selection, parallelism, and algorithmic structuring) made by designers or tools are reflected in core-graph
creation (e.g., abstraction level of cores, amounts of core
replication, and selection of flat/hierarchical core graphs). So,
as shown in Figure 3, a designer/tool could perform DSE
(DSE 1) with core-graph creation.
Device-characteristics extraction involves core-instance
discovery, datasheet lookup, and micro-benchmarking. Core
instances are RTL entities with core-specified behavior and
device-specific parameters (e.g., clock frequency, area, and
latency/pipeline stages). Core instances can be any IP including combinational logic, DSP math functions, finite-state
machines, and memories. Some core instances are provided
by device vendors and thus have documentation on their
achievable clock frequency, area, and latency for target
FPGA devices. If not documented, the core instances are
benchmarked to collect necessary parameter values. Either
way, an abstraction level is formed with core instances as
model elements, where a designer does not need to know
the internals of core instances other than the key parameters.
Note that design decisions (e.g., device selection, IP selection,
and tool selection) are reflected in device-characteristics
extraction (e.g., device selection, core-instance selection, and
benchmarking-tool selection). Thus, as shown in Figure 3, a
designer/tool could perform DSE with device-characteristics
extraction.
3.1.2. Core-Level Model. As shown in Figure 3, after coregraph creation and device-characteristics extraction, a corelevel model is created by a designer/tool that maps each core
in the core graph to a core instance and assigns each link of
the core with bit width based on I/O data types of the core
instance. Design decisions are made by the designer or DSE
tool to determine the core instances to which the cores are
mapped. A common choice is to map cores to core instances

provided by device vendors or other trustworthy sources. For
example, an add core (shown in Figure 4(a)) is mapped to
a pipelined DPFP adder (core instance) provided by Xilinx
or Altera in order to create the core-level model shown in
Figure 4(b). DSE (DSE 1 in Figure 3) can be conducted to
explore mappings of add to different core instances (e.g., to
pipelined adders of various latencies).
Figure 4(b) shows a core-level model for the 3-input
summation example. The model consists of two types of
core instances: adder and register (labeled as Reg64). On
Xilinx Virtex-4 LX100 FPGA, frequency, latency, and area
(the number of DSP slices and flip-flops (FF)) of the adder can
be determined using the floating-point-operator datasheet
[44] or Xilinx CORE Generator. Similarly, the parameter
values of the adder on an Altera Stratix-II S180 FPGA can
be found in [45]. Parameter values of the registers can also
be found in the datasheets. To achieve maximum clock
frequency, we decide to select the adder core instance with
deepest pipelining, whose parameter values on both FPGAs
are shown in Figure 4(b). No such option is available for
Reg64 and, thus, for brevity, their parameter values are not
shown in Figure 4(b).
The core graph and core-level model can potentially
be created with any appropriate modeling or programming
language. We leverage RCML [11] because it was created
specifically for modeling FPGA applications. The RCML
editor has been extended for editing core-level model and
integrated into the CMD prototype framework. The editor is
a drag-and-drop modeling environment with a graphical user
interface similar to Simulink [46]. Using this tool, a designer
starts with modeling the algorithm by graphically connecting
cores via links to form a core graph. Next, the designer
assigns each core and link with parameter values derived
from device-characteristics extraction. Automatic DSE tools
that map algorithm to core graph and assign parameter values
could potentially be added to the prototype framework.
3.2. Parameter Prediction. Figure 5 shows the details of the
parameter-prediction module from Figure 2, which uses the
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core-level model to estimate values of key parameters of an
FPGA application, such as clock frequency, area, and latency.
For latency prediction, latencies of core instances along each
path, from input ports to output ports, are summed to
produce the latency of that path. Similarly, area prediction
sums the resource utilizations of each core instance in the
core-level model to determine overall resource utilization.
CMD models assume that all resource sharing occurs within
a core instance as opposed to between instances. Given
accurate parameter values of cores, the accuracies of latency
and area prediction can be very high (to be shown in
Section 5.4). We have automated area and latency prediction
in the prototype framework.
Clock-frequency prediction is more challenging and thus
is divided into three steps. Firstly, placement estimation
assigns locations of the core instances on target FPGA based
on a placement heuristic. Next, based on the estimated
placement, CMD performs routing estimation to determine
routing delays. Finally, the estimated routing delays are used
to perform frequency estimation of the FPGA application.
Clock-frequency prediction is a major contribution of this
paper, the details of which are presented in Section 4.
Design decisions can be made by designer/tool during placement estimation via the selection and tuning of
placement heuristic. Different placement heuristics work for
different design goals. As mentioned, in this paper we pick
the design goal of maximum clock frequency and hence a
heuristic for shortest distance is selected and tuned, as discussed in Section 4. We note that placement estimation is also
applicable to other design goals by selecting corresponding
placement heuristics.
The clock-frequency prediction method can be automated and integrated in the prototype framework. However,
because its automation requires significant effort, we manually perform the steps of the frequency prediction method for
evaluation purpose and discuss how it can be automated in
Section 4.
3.3. Code-Template Generation and Constraint Generation.
As shown in Figure 2, besides core-level model construction
and parameter prediction, CMD also includes the following:
core-level DSE, code-template generation, and constraint
generation. Design choices exposed by CMD for core-level
DSE were discussed in the previous sections.
CMD can generate code template from the core-level
model to inherit design decisions, such as types of cores and
core-graph structure, as determined during core-level DSE.
We can potentially integrate existing code-generation tools

[47–49] into the CMD prototype framework but currently
implemented a simple code-template generator within the
CMD model editor for DSP applications.
Constraint generation creates frequency constraints that
can reduce the number of translation iterations required
to obtain maximum frequency. The generated frequency
constraints are determined by the predicted frequency plus
and minus some slack to account for the noise phenomena of the place-and-route process [50]. This phenomenon
suggests that high frequency constraint can still be met if
a circuit fails a lower constraint and more surprisingly low
frequency constraint can sometimes produce faster circuit
than higher ones. Thus, a range of frequency constraints must
be tested in search of the one that produces the maximum
frequency. The predicted frequency saves designers time to
achieve maximum frequency because it provides a good
starting point for the search and thus shortens the range
of frequency constraints required to achieve the maximum
frequency. Otherwise, designers would usually have to guess
at a starting frequency constraint and search a much wider
range. Note that frequency constraints are commonly used
for timing-closure application development. The place-androute process without frequency constraints usually produces
circuits with modest frequency, which is not due to the noise
phenomenon but tool configuration.
We perform the frequency search using two methods.
One method performs exhaustive search over a range of
frequency constraints with numerous place-and-route jobs
executing in parallel on a high-performance computing
cluster. The other method uses a binary search to reduce
the total number of place-and-route iterations on a single
computer. The binary search starts by selecting a range of
low and high frequencies [𝐿, 𝐻] and running place-and-route
with (𝐿 + 𝐻)/2 as the frequency constraint. After finding the
resulting frequency 𝑅, the search continues with a range of
[𝑅, 𝐻] if the original constraint was met and [𝐿, 𝑅] otherwise.
These steps are repeated until the range is narrower than
5 MHz. Note that the binary search can be trapped at a local
maximum to produce lower frequencies than the exhaustive
search (an example will be shown and discussed in Section 5.3
over a distribution plot of constraints versus maximum
frequency). However, using the CMD-generated constraints,
binary search can quickly produce acceptable results and is
useful when exhaustive search is not affordable.
Both frequency-search methods are automated and integrated in the prototype framework. They can both work
with the generated frequency constraint and reduce the time
needed to find the maximum frequency.
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Figure 6: Placement estimation of core instances for the following: (a) generic case, (b) DPFP summation, and (c) 8-tap FIR filter.

4. Clock-Frequency Prediction
Method of CMD
As noted in Section 3.2, clock-frequency prediction is the
most challenging parameter-prediction method and it consists of three steps: placement estimation, routing estimation,
and frequency estimation, as shown in Figure 5. In this
section, we present details of each step.
4.1. Placement Estimation. The placer in CMD estimates
vendor-tool placement of an application by placing each
core instance on target FPGA. Although estimating exact
placement is usually not feasible, core-level placement allows
for quick estimation by only considering core instances as
opposed to hundreds of thousands of technology-mapped
units (e.g., LUTs and registers).
Placement estimation can potentially use any placement algorithm, but it currently uses a modified simulatedannealing heuristic based on Versatile Place and Route (VPR)
[51]. This heuristic considers random core placements to
minimize a cost function based on the bounding-box size
of each net (i.e., core-instance link) and the capacities of
routing channels within the bounding box. Because maximum frequency is the design goal, the heuristic places

linked core instances close to each other to minimize the
distances between them. The distance between a pair of
linked core instances is defined as the Manhattan distance
[38] between their bounding boxes, as shown in Figure 6(a).
With the maximum frequency as the design goal, we use
the shortest Manhattan distance between a pair of connected
core instances instead of the average distance in the cost
function. Note that though these two kinds of distance metric
are both applicable in the cost function, shortest Manhattan
distances are used for frequency estimation (to be explained
in Section 4.3), as one of the factors that contribute to
predicted frequency.
For the case studies presented in Section 5, we manually
conduct placement estimation using vendor floor-planning
tools, imitating the VPR algorithm, for the purpose of
evaluation. Also, we assume that each core instance has a fixed
rectangular shape with minimum length difference between
its width and height. For core instances using only logic,
the corresponding shape is a square. In other cases, a core
instance is shaped by the layout of specialized units and
cannot be a square (e.g., a core instance with DSP blocks that
are laid out in a line). Changing aspect ratio may provide
more accurate predictions. However, based on this evaluation
methodology, we have observed that the VPR-style placement
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provides reasonably accurate clock-frequency predictions
(results to be shown in Section 5).
For the DPFP summation example with Xilinx Virtex4 LX100 device from Figure 4, where adders use DSP units
of the FPGA, we place the two core instances of adders over
the FPGA’s DSP columns. For maximum frequency, the core
instances are placed so that the distance between them is
as short as possible. In this example, the distances between
connected core instances are minimal due to placement
shown in Figure 6(b). On the Stratix-II S180 device, adders
consume no DSP units, which mean easier manipulation of
their location and distance to maintain minimal distances
between the core instances. However, it is not always possible
to keep the distance between connected core instances to a
minimum. Figure 6(c) shows a placement of the core-level
model of an 8-tap single-precision floating-point (SPFP) FIR
filter (its core-level model is shown in Figure 7) and this
placement has nonzero Manhattan distances between several
pairs of connected core instances. Note that relative sizes
of the core shapes in Figure 6 are determined by resource
utilization parameters of the core instances. Also note that
multipliers in Figure 6(c) are arranged on top of the DSP
columns of the target FPGA.
Our placement estimation approach is different from the
placement algorithms of vendor tools. To compare results,
we use the vendor’s floor-plan tools to check vendor-tool
placement of case-study applications against the core-level
placement estimations. We have observed that core-level
placement is similar to vendor-tool placement for small
applications (DPFP summation and SPFP 8-tap FIR). For
larger applications, it is hard to decide the similarities because
low-level elements (e.g., LUTs) of core instances are sprinkled within a region due to low-level optimizations during
technology mapping and low-level placement. However, our
clock-frequency prediction is reasonably accurate for all

B3
Region
pin

Region 2
B1

B5
B2

B4

B6

Region 1

Region 3

Region 4

Figure 8: Example partition of a logic block diagram with 6 blocks
(B1–B6).

case-study applications (to be shown in Section 5), which
suggests that the presented placement estimation approach
sufficiently mimics device-vendor tools. If vendor-tool placement changes significantly in future versions or for future
FPGAs, then the placement heuristic used by CMD will need
to change accordingly.
4.2. Routing Estimation. CMD routing estimation predicts
routing delay for a specified placement estimation. In Section 2, we have noted that previous approaches [22, 23] to
this problem assume certain abstraction levels and hence do
not support CMD’s flexible level of abstraction. Therefore, we
leverage Rent’s rule [37] and Feuer’s [38] work to create a new
approach to estimate routing delay and then clock frequency
at the core level.
Given a connected logic block diagram and a partition of
this diagram into regions, Rent’s rule states that a relationship
exists between 𝑃, the average number of pins per region, and
𝐵, the average number of blocks per region. An example is
shown in Figure 8, in which a block represents a logic circuit,
such as a logic gate, a storage element, register, and integrated
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circuit chip. This relationship is generally represented by the
following equation:
𝑃 = 𝐾𝐵𝑝 ,

(1)

where 𝐾 is the average number of pins per block and 𝑝 is
a small exponent that satisfies 0 < 𝑝 < 1. The value of
𝑝 depends on the structure and partitioning of the block
diagram. Given a partition of a block diagram, we can
calculate 𝑃, 𝐾, and 𝐵 and then by using (1) we can derive 𝑝.
The example in Figure 8 has 4 regions of blocks, where region
1 has 2 blocks and 3 pins, region 2 has 1 block and 3 pins,
region 3 has 2 blocks and 4 pins, and region 4 has 1 block and
4 pins. Thus, we can calculate that 𝑃 equals (3 + 3 + 4 + 4)/4
and 𝐵 equals (2 + 1 + 2 + 1)/4 for this example. Similarly,
𝐾 is calculated to be (3 + 3 + 3 + 3 + 3 + 4)/6. Applying
𝑃 = 14/4, 𝐵 = 6/4, and 𝐾 = 19/6 to (1) yields an instance
of 𝑝 ≈ 0.247 for the given partition. However, to extract
general Rent’s exponent 𝑝, a calculation method that involves
linear-regression fit in a log-log plot of 𝑃 and 𝐵 values at all
partitioning levels is required [52].
Inserting derived Rent’s exponent 𝑝 into Feuer’s work
[38], we can predict average wire length, 𝑟, internal to a circuit
region using the following equation:
𝑟 = √2 ⋅ 𝛿 ⋅

(2 − 𝛼) (5 − 𝛼) 𝐶𝑝−1/2
⋅
,
(3 − 𝛼) (4 − 𝛼) 1 + 𝐶𝑝−1

(2)

where 𝛼 = 2 − 2𝑝 (1/2 < 𝑝 < 1 as required in [38]),
𝛿 is the unit wire length, and 𝐶 is the number of blocks
in a given region. This equation is derived from several
basic assumptions stated in [38]. These assumptions (e.g.,
circuit components are arranged in a uniform array), though
appearing unrealistic for generic circuits, suit the scenario of
FPGA circuits, which share common underlying structures
(i.e., the FPGA fabric). Now we find the unit wire delay for
an FPGA fabric, which is simply the delay between a pair of
adjacent routing matrices. Note that the delay within such
routing matrices is far greater than that of the connecting
wires between them. Therefore, for FPGAs, we can replace
unit wire length 𝛿 in (2) with the delay of two adjacent routing
matrices Δ and derive the following equation that estimates
the average routing delay of an FPGA circuit region:
RD = √2 ⋅ Δ ⋅

(2 − 𝛼) (5 − 𝛼) 𝐶𝑝−1/2
.
⋅
(3 − 𝛼) (4 − 𝛼) 1 + 𝐶𝑝−1

(3)

Similar to (2), this equation accounts for all routing delays
internal to the region characterized by 𝐶 (i.e., number of
blocks in the region) and produces an average delay. If a wire
has extra delay caused by routing congestion, the portion of
the wire that is internal to the region is also considered in
(3). Note that routing congestion is the result of the length
of a routed wire being longer than the Manhattan distance
between its endpoints. Also note that routing-matrix delay Δ
can be derived from FPGA vendor tools. Refer to Section 5
for the measured values of Δ for the target FPGAs in the case
studies.
Applying Rent’s rule and (3) to a placed core-level model,
we can predict the routing delay without resorting to actual

routing. Our approach is summarized in Figure 9. Firstly,
routing estimation partitions the placed core-level model
into a number of regions. We initially consider the original
𝐾-means clustering algorithm [53] to create the desired
partitioning algorithm, in which we use 𝑖 as the cluster
index (𝑖-means). In addition to the cost function of 𝑖-means
clustering, we also consider two cost functions for fast
partition evaluation: min-cut and max-cut of number of links
for a partitioning. After experimenting with the original 𝐾means clustering, min-cut and max-cut, we have observed
that though all three partitioning algorithms produce comparable results, 𝐾-means clustering with max-cut arrived at 𝑝
larger than 1/2 with the least number of partitioning regions.
Recalling that (3) only accounts for routing delay internal to a
region, fewer regions mean that more routing congestion can
be integrated into the prediction.
As shown in Figure 9, after partitioning the placed corelevel model, routing estimation calculates an instance of
Rent’s exponent 𝑝 based on the specific partitioning by plugging 𝑃, 𝐾, and 𝐵 values of the partition into (1). As mentioned
earlier, the rigorous method [52] to calculating 𝑝 can be
time-consuming. Thus, in order to improve the calculation
speed, CMD’s routing estimation uses a simplified method
(as introduced in [39]) to find an acceptable approximation to
actual Rent’s exponent. Using this method, a certain number
of partitioning samples (e.g., 9 samples in [39]) are collected
including their values of 𝑝, log 𝑃, and log 𝐵. Once enough
samples are collected, a linear-regression fit is conducted over
the collected log 𝑃 and log 𝐵 values to derive the approximate
𝑝 value. If this 𝑝 value is not larger than 1/2, CMD’s routing
estimation goes back to partitioning the core-level model into
more regions. If the resulting 𝑝 is larger than 1/2, routing
estimation moves on to calculate the routing delay RD𝑖 for
each region 𝑖 of the partitions by inserting 𝑝 value and the
number of core instances in the region (𝐶𝑖 value) into (3).
RD𝑖 will then be used to predict frequency of the entire
design. If 𝑝 is not larger than 1/2 for every 𝑖 (𝑖 = 2, . . . , 𝑁)
where 𝑁 is the total number of core instances in the model,
we assume that the average wire lengths in the regions are
short and they have negligible routing delays for core-level
prediction. This assumption is based on the work of Christie
and Stroobandt [52]. They point out that the amount of
optimization achieved in placement is reflected by Rent’s
exponent 𝑝 and lower values of 𝑝 correspond to a greater
fraction of short interconnects.
Note that our partitioning algorithm is inspired by
previous research [36, 39]. It is concluded in [36] that
random-partitioning algorithms based on center-and-radius
parameters produce statistically more accurate and stable
Rent’s exponent values. 𝐾-means clustering is a randompartitioning algorithm based on a center and a mean distance
to the center. Moreover, our Rent’s exponent calculation
method is similar to the placement-based method in [39]
but we experimented with smaller number of samples (𝑗 in
Figure 9). In the extreme case, 𝑗 can be set to 1 and Rent’s
exponent is approximated by 𝑝 instance of a specific partitioning. Our case-study results (to be shown in Section 5)
show that the approximation approach with 𝑗 equal to 1
is reasonably accurate and also produces prediction results
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Figure 9: CMD routing estimation flow (𝑁 = total number of core instances).

faster because the linear-regression fit is skipped. However, it
should be noted that users of CMD should consider using 𝑗 =
9 or the general method (as in [52]) to calculate more accurate
Rent’s exponent if the prediction results start to show large
errors. Finally, note that we conduct partitioning and Rent’s
exponent calculation based on the placed core-level model
because Yang et al. [39] concluded that placement-based
Rent’s exponent produces more accurate wire length estimation than Rent’s exponent based on netlist-partitioning.
To demonstrate the routing estimation method, consider
the 8-tap FIR filter example shown in Figure 6(c). Our
partitioning algorithm determines that the two-region partitioning is able to derive an acceptable approximation of
Rent’s exponent, with one region containing all multipliers
and connected registers and the other region containing
everything else. Following the rest of the estimation flow,
routing delay internal to the former region is estimated to
be 0.495 ns, and routing delay internal to the latter region is
estimated to be 0.405 ns.
Now we explain how the same partition would not work
for the same circuit on a Stratix-II S180 FPGA. StratixII S180 has 4 columns of DSPs and, as a result, the core
instances are placed as shown in Figure 10. For the 2-region
partition shown in Figure 10(a), approximate Rent’s exponent
is calculated to be 0.345, which is lower than 0.5. Our
partitioning algorithm continues working until it finds the
3-region partition shown in Figure 10(b), which produces
approximate Rent’s exponent of 0.526. Using (3), the average
routing delay internal to the region that contains all adders is
estimated to be 0.288 ns.
Routing delay estimation does not account for the Manhattan distance across regions or the delay within core
instances. To predict frequency of a core-level model, we need
to consider all three factors, as discussed in the following
section.
4.3. Frequency Estimation. Frequency estimation predicts the
maximum clock frequency of the modeled FPGA application.
CMD considers two types of delay: type-1 delay associated

with the shortest Manhattan distances between all pairs of
linked core instances and type-2 delay caused by regional
routing. Type-1 delay is determined in the placement estimation stage. Manhattan distance can be measured by the
number of routing matrices on the connecting nets. CMD
uses this measurement combined with Δ to produce type1 delay estimation. Type-2 delay is determined in routing
estimation stage, as described in the previous section.
Type-1 delay is associated with a pair of linked core
instances. If it is not zero, it could affect the frequency of
both core instances. CMD calculates this effect by adding
type-1 delay of a core-instance pair to the delay of a single
pipeline stage (the inverse of pipeline frequency) of the slower
core instance in the pair. Type-2 delay is associated with
partitioning regions. Each region can contain many core
instances. CMD calculates the resulting frequency by adding
type-2 delay of a region to the delay of single pipeline stage
of the slowest core instance within the region. Note that
type-1 and type-2 delays are considered separately but not
cumulatively. During the process of frequency estimation,
CMD stores resulting frequencies from type-1 delays and
the ones from type-2 delays in one sorted list from low to
high. After all the computation is done, CMD uses the lowest
frequency in the list as the predicted frequency. The reason
why we use this approach is discussed after showing the
following examples.
For the DPFP summation example in Figure 4(b),
given the placement shown in Figure 6(b), CMD estimates
maximum frequencies as 327 MHz for Virtex-4 LX100 and
310 MHz for Stratix-II S180. These are the same as the maximum frequencies of DPFP adders on both FPGAs because
the models’ type-1 and type-2 delays are zero.
For the 8-tap FIR filter example, we need to look at the
two-target FPGAs separately. On Virtex-4 LX100, as shown
in Figure 11, type-1 delay of the model is 0.5 ns between the
registers (500 MHz) and two pairs of adders; type-2 delay of
the left region is 0.495 ns and is 0.405 ns for the right region.
The slowest core instance is the 378 MHz adder. Out of the
three possible delay values associated with the adders, 0.5 ns
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Figure 10: Placement and partitioning of 8-tap FIR filter on Stratix-II S180 into (a) two regions and (b) three regions.

produces the lowest resulting frequency. Therefore, 0.5 ns is
added to the delay of the 378 MHz adder, and its frequency is
adjusted to 317 MHz:

317 MHz =

1000
1
× (0.5 ns +
MHz) ,
1000
378

(4)

1000
1
× (0.288 ns +
MHz) ,
1000
350

1000
1
× (0.8 ns +
MHz) = 330 MHz
1000
450

(6)

> 317 MHz.

which is the final predicted frequency. Similarly, on Stratix-II
S180, type-1 delay of the model is 0.8 ns between the registers
(450 MHz) and is 0 ns between all other pairs, given the
placement in Figure 10(b). Note that although a link between
the registers looks long, it is placed at long tracks available on
the device and thus it only passes through two pairs of routing
matrices. Type-2 delay is 0.288 ns for the region that contains
all adders (350 MHz). Therefore, 0.288 ns is added to the delay
of adder and its frequency is adjusted to 317 MHz:

317 MHz =

which is also the final predicted frequency of the FIR filter.
Note that though a pair of registers has 0.8 ns delay in
between, their adjusted frequency is higher than 317 MHz:

(5)

Two key choices are made in creating CMD’s frequency
prediction method. The first is that we chose the shortest Manhattan distance instead of the average distance to
estimate type-1 delay, which may seem too optimistic. Our
rationales are as follows: (1) it is realistic to assume that
all I/O ports of a core instance are located near its block
boundary; (2) it is possible that the critical path is of shortest
Manhattan distance, among all paths that connect two core
instances; (3) optimizations available at lower abstraction
levels in vendor tools greatly overachieve predicted frequency
from average-distance type-1 delays such that the averagedistance estimation could be too pessimistic; and (4) the
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Figure 11: Type-1 and type-2 delays of 8-tap FIR filter on Virtex-4
LX100.

chances of being too optimistic by predicting from shortestdistance type-1 delay are reduced by consideration of type-2
delay.
The second key choice we made is to predict frequency
from type-1 delay and type-2 delay separately and then pick
the lowest predicted frequency as the final prediction. The
reason for considering 2 types of delays separately is to avoid
the weaknesses of either. Type-1 delay prediction does not
account for routing congestion. Type-2 delay prediction can
account for congestion but can only produce average routing
delay within regions. By storing resulting frequencies from
both types of prediction and choosing the lowest one, we aim
to avoid bad prediction in the following situations: (1) all links
among core instances are short except for one super-long link
that is not caused by congestion; or (2) all core instances
are placed close to each other but the routing congestion is
severe. In the first situation, since almost all links are short
and there is no congestion, the type-2 delay is short. However,
the super-long link would in some cases make the entire
circuit run slowly especially when it is on the critical path.
If we were to use type-2 delay only, our prediction would be
too optimistic. In the second situation, since all core instances
are placed close to each other, their Manhattan distances are
short and type-1 delays are negligible. However, it is possible
that this tight placement incurs routing congestion, which
is not accounted for by type-1 delay prediction. We would

be too optimistic if we only considered type-1 delay in this
case. According to our case studies (results to be shown
in Section 5), the mixed approach using both type-1 and
type-2 delays produces accurate predictions, despite the high
abstraction levels of the core-level models.
Currently, CMD only handles synchronous circuits in a
single clock domain. It can be extended to multiple clock
domains by performing the estimation of placement and
routing delays in each domain.

5. Case Studies, Results, and Discussion
In this section, case studies are presented to verify the
accuracy of clock-frequency prediction. We also demonstrate
how CMD’s accurate frequency prediction facilitates corelevel DSE through an example and discuss productivity
benefits of using CMD for formulation and design.
5.1. Case-Study Devices and Tools. The target devices for case
studies are DSP-rich FPGAs selected from Xilinx and Altera
across three generations: Virtex-4 LX100, Virtex-6 LX130,
and Virtex-7 VX330T from Xilinx and Stratix-II S180, StratixIV S40, and Stratix-V GSD3 from Altera. Note that the target
devices from Xilinx are of speed grade 1 and the devices
from Altera are of speed grade 3, because FPGAs of those
speed grades are well documented. Also note that Virtex-4
and Stratix-II are old devices but they are still used for DSP
applications in various fields (e.g., aerospace).
ISE and Quartus II tools are used for synthesis, placement,
and routing for the verification case studies. The settings
of the tools are selected to maximize the effort level to
achieve the highest possible clock frequency, including global
optimization, retiming, and the speed optimization strategy.
As discussed in Section 4.2, the delay of a pair of switch
matrices for each case-study device is needed for routing
estimation. Timing analyzers of both vendor tools are used to
empirically determine this delay. The results are summarized
in Table 1.
5.2. Case-Study Applications and Core-Level Models. The
case-study applications are from the domain of highperformance DSP applications because of their growing
popularity and common implementation on FPGAs. Evaluation of CMD in other application domains (e.g., controlintensive applications) is an interesting topic for future work
as identified in Section 6.
Six case-study applications are selected: (1) the DPFP
summation example with its core-level model shown in
Figure 4(b); (2) the 8-tap SPFP FIR filter example with its
model shown in Figure 7; (3) 4 × 4 matrix multiplication with
its model shown in Figure 12(a); (4) an implementation of Nbody simulation with model shown in Figure 12(b); (5) a 96tap SPFP FIR filter that fills up the smallest targeted device;
and (6) an infinite-impulse response (IIR) filter with SPFP
data paths with model shown in Figure 12(c). Note that the
96-tap FIR is similar to the 8-tap FIR in structure, only with
more cores. Also note that the IIR filter has an 8-tap feedforward part (the same as the 8-tap FIR filter) and an 8-tap
feedback part that features a long feedback data path.
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Table 1: Switch matrix (SM) delay of select FPGA families.

SM delay

Virtex-4

Virtex-6

Virtex-7

Stratix-II

Stratix-IV

Stratix-V

0.5 ns

0.35 ns

0.175 ns

0.4 ns

0.25 ns

0.175 ns

Table 2: Parameter values for selected core instances in case studies.
Mult

Parameters

Xilinx

FLT FIXED

Add
Altera

Xilinx

Altera

Xilinx

FIXED FLT

Altera

Xilinx

Altera

Frequency 397 429 504 400 431 605 378 450 652 375 499 714 354 503 498 240 410 639 482 550 600 445 462 653
(MHz)
2
2
4
4
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
DSP usage 4
FF usage
Latency
(cycles)

254 183
10

8

36 1125 391 293 588 557 221 902 678 902 289 256 66 379 361 379 227 201 224 345 371 345
8

11

11

11

13

12

12

14

14

14

6

6

6

6

6

6

7

7

7

6

6

6

First column of Xilinx is for Virtex-4 LX100, second is for Virtex-6 LX130, and third is for Virtex-7 VX330T.
First column of Altera is for Stratix-II S180, second is for Stratix-IV S40, and third is for Stratix-V GSD3.

These applications are selected for case studies for two
reasons: (a) they contain common algorithmic structures that
represent a wide range of DSP applications on FPGAs; and
(b) they are floating-point applications that have lengthier
place-and-route process than their combinational or fixedpoint counterparts and hence can benefit more from CMD’s
clock-frequency prediction and core-level DSE.
In the core-level models of case-study applications, most
core instances are provided by the vendors and thus their
parameter values (e.g., maximum frequency, latency, and
area) can be found in datasheets such as [44, 45]. The 8-tap
FIR filter, matrix multiplication, IIR filter, and 96-tap FIR
filter have multipliers and adders whose parameter values
are shown in Table 2. In the core-level model of N-body
simulation, for clarity of presentation, most core instances
are combined into a high-level one (shown in Figure 12(b)
as force calculation), except for three types: FLT FIXED,
FIXED FLT, and Accum. FLT FIXED converts floating-point
data to fixed point and FIXED FLT converts fixed point to
floating point. Their parameter values are shown in Table 2.
Accum is a fixed-point core instance, whose parameter values
are derived from benchmarking its VHDL code for all target
devices (e.g., maximum frequencies: 500 MHz for Virtex-4;
450 MHz for Stratix-II; 600 MHz for Virtex-6; 550 MHz for
Stratix-IV; 625 MHz for Virtex-7; and 717 MHz for StratixV). Most core instances in the applications have registers at
their I/O ports, which are not required but are often used for
pipelined DSP applications on FPGAs. Thus, we choose the
same style for modeling in order to achieve high prediction
accuracy. Also, most core instances are highly optimized with
retiming, register duplication, and so on, for the design goal
of maximum frequency. CMD currently does not consider
retiming within the cores, which means that register cores can
be added/moved in between cores but not within cores.
Note that the case-study applications are written in
VHDL by designers who are unfamiliar with CMD. Also,
design decisions (such as selection of core instances) are

made by the designers for maximum frequency based on
their design experiences. Also note that although the casestudy applications are based on VHDL, core instances can be
IPs generated from HLS tools. Moreover, we focus on data
paths and omit control logics (i.e., finite-state machines) in
core-level models of the case-study applications, because the
critical paths of these applications are the data paths. This
is typical for high-performance DSP applications on FPGAs
since the data paths are commonly much larger than the
control logics due to replication for parallel high-throughput
processing.
5.3. Verification of Clock-Frequency Prediction. To verify the
accuracy of CMD’s clock-frequency prediction method, for
each case-study application, we compare CMD’s predicted
frequency against the maximum frequency of the VHDL
implementation, which is determined using the exhaustive
frequency-search tool described in Section 3.3 to thoroughly
explore a wide range of possible frequency constraints at
increments of 1 MHz. Note that this exhaustive search over
a wide range of frequency constraints is only necessary
for verifying frequency predictions and is not required by
the prediction process. Figure 13 shows an example of the
exhaustive frequency search for the 8-tap SPFP FIR filter
(with constraint range [300 MHz, 330 MHz] zoomed). The
necessity of searching every frequency constraint in a certain
range is shown because a high frequency constraint (e.g.,
319 MHz in Figure 13(a)) can still be met even if a lower
one (e.g., 316–318 MHz in Figure 13(a)) is not, due to noise
phenomena in FPGA routing [50]. Other case studies show
similar results and hence are omitted for brevity. It is also
possible to use Xilinx’s Smart Explorer or Altera’s DesignSpace Explorer in tandem with our frequency-search tools
for verification since they vary the tool settings instead
of frequency constraints. However, our frequency-search
tools are already configured to use the recommended tool
settings to achieve the maximum frequency (as described
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Figure 12: Core-level models of case-study applications: (a) 4 × 4 matrix multiply, (b) N-body simulation, and (c) 8-tap SPFP IIR filter.

in Section 5.1). Thus, we do not utilize Smart Explorer or
Design-Space Explorer and only use the frequency-search
tools for the verification case studies.
We also compare CMD’s frequency prediction results
with those of other high-level frequency prediction methods.
Those methods, as we referenced in Section 1, are commonly
used by application designers to produce crude estimates of
achievable clock frequencies. The first method we compare
uses the lowest frequency of all the core instances as the
predicted frequency and we call this method lowest core
frequency (LCF). The second method is the adjusted lowest

core frequency (ALCF) that multiplies the LCF prediction by
0.75 and uses the result as the predicted frequency. Although
LCF and ALCF are empirical methods commonly conducted
manually by designers, we implemented them in the CMD
prototype framework for faster access. The third method is
the vendor-tools’ postsynthesis frequency prediction. Note
that postsynthesis prediction is not provided by Altera tools,
so postsynthesis results for only Xilinx FPGAs are shown.
The verification and comparison results of all case-study
applications are summarized in Figure 14. It can be seen from
the results that regardless of the algorithm complexity or the
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Figure 13: Frequency-constraint search of 8-tap FIR filter for (a) Virtex-4 LX100 and (b) Stratix-II S180, using ISE 12.1 and Quartus II 10.1
(zoomed in range of [300 MHz, 330 MHz]).

device family CMD provides consistently accurate frequency
predictions compared with other high-level methods. In
Figure 14(a), the worst error rate of CMD prediction is 9.1%
for N-body simulation on Stratix-II S180. In Figure 14(b),
the worst error rate is 20.4% for 96-tap FIR filter on Virtex6 LX130. In Figure 14(c), the worst error rate is 7.4% for
DPFP summation and FPFP matrix multiplication on StratixV GSD3. Across all case studies, the average prediction error
rate of CMD is 3.6% and the maximum error rate is 20.4%; the
average error rate of LCF is 15.6% with a maximum of 85.1%;
the average error rate of ALCF is 17.7% with a maximum of
38.8%; the average error rate of postsynthesis is 13.9% with
a maximum of 48.2%. Among all four prediction methods,
CMD has the highest prediction accuracy.
In CMD’s maximum error-rate case (20.4%), verified
frequency is higher than predicted, which indicates that lowlevel optimizations are performed by vendor tools that were
not captured by CMD (e.g., retiming). This difference is
an expected limitation of CMD, since such optimizations
are not available at CMD’s abstraction level. However, we
believe the limitation is acceptable since large errors were rare
among all case studies (the second highest error rate is 9.1%).
Plus, when such error occurs, CMD generally underestimates
the maximum frequency, which we believe is still useful.
Moreover, maximum error rate of 20.4% is not significantly
higher than the 13% from [22], which relies on lower-level
information of target device architecture than CMD. CMD
is also significantly better than the 101% error from [23].
Note that CMD’s prediction can also be optimistic because
it is partly based on average routing delay. Finally, for the
SPFP IIR filter case, CMD is able to accurately predict
the maximum clock frequency for all target FPGAs. The
predicted frequency is determined by the feedback data path,
which is the critical path in this application. In general, DSP
applications with feedback cycles are no problem for CMD
because the cores are pipelined and feedback paths can be
handled like any other paths.

Table 3: Resource utilization (area) prediction for N-body simulation.
DSP
N-body

0

N-body

0

Verified DSP
FFs
Xilinx V4 LX100
0
20325
Altera EP2 S180
0
27121

Verified FFs
18966
26209

5.4. Accuracy of Area/Latency Prediction. To concisely show
the accuracy of CMD’s area prediction, we sample the results
of one case study that has the largest prediction error (about
7%)—N-body simulation on a Virtex-4 LX100 FPGA. The
results are shown in Table 3.
For latency prediction, because CMD can calculate the
exact latencies for the case-study applications, the accuracy
was 100%. It is because the applications have regular and static
algorithmic structures (typical of DSP applications).
For both prediction methods, the accuracy is high
because the parameter values of all core instances are accurately derived from datasheets or micro-benchmarking. We
note that the accuracy of the latency/area prediction methods
may vary for applications from other domains (e.g., controlintensive applications).
5.5. Core-Level DSE Enabled by Clock-Frequency Prediction.
It is important to evaluate clock-frequency prediction in
scenarios of DSE because prediction accuracy would not
matter if the prediction results cannot help differentiate
various design choices and select the optimal one among
them. We demonstrate in this section that CMD’s clockfrequency prediction enables more accurate core-level DSE
than the other high-level frequency prediction methods.
To demonstrate core-level DSE, we consider an example
design space for FIR filters: selection from several possible
DSP usage choices for each multiplier and adder. We start
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Figure 14: Comparison of predicted frequency against verified frequency on various devices (error rates of CMD and compared high-level
methods are summarized in tabular form).

with the 8-tap FIR filter on a Virtex-4 LX100 FPGA and
evaluate eight key design choices as shown in Table 4(a). In
this table, the first column shows DSP usage of all multipliers
and the second column shows DSP usage of all adders, where
max, full, medium, and no are code names in datasheets for

DSP usage per core and actual numbers of used DSPs are
listed after the comma. Each DSP in the table represents
18 × 18 DSP unit on FPGA. Table 4(a) also shows the
predicted (using CMD and other high-level methods) and
verified frequencies for each design choice. The results show
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Table 4: Core-level DSE example for SPFP FIR filters (MHz).
(a) 8-tap SPFP FIR filter on Xilinx Virtex-4 LX100

For all mult

For all adder

Verified

Full, 4 DSPs
Max, 5 DSPs
Max, 5 DSPs
No, 0 DSPs
Medium, 1 DSP
Full, 4 DSPs
No, 0 DSPs
Medium, 1 DSP

No, 0 DSPs
No, 0 DSPs
Full, 4 DSPs
Full, 4 DSPs
Full, 4 DSPs
Full, 4 DSPs
No, 0 DSPs
No, 0 DSPs

319
254
215
268
280
333
271
278

CMD
317
257
219
261
279
326
262
279

LCF
378
378
390
280
300
390
280
300

Predicted
ALCF
284
284
293
210
225
293
210
225

Postsynthesis
188
188
188
184
188
188
184
188

Predicted
ALCF
225
210

Postsynthesis
188
188

(b) 48-tap SPFP FIR filter on Xilinx Virtex-4 LX100

For all mult
Medium, 1 DSP
No, 0 DSPs

For all adder

Verified

No, 0 DSPs
No, 0 DSPs

249
271

CMD
244
262

LCF
300
280

(c) 96-tap SPFP FIR filter on Altera Stratix-II S180

For all mult
4 DSPs
0 DSPs

For all adder

Verified

0 DSPs
0 DSPs

202
214

that CMD is able to differentiate all the design choices
and select the one with the fastest clock, 6th design. LCF
and ALCF are unable to differentiate 3rd and 6th designs.
Postsynthesis is the least useful, showing almost identical
predicted frequencies for the design choices.
Similar to the 8-tap FIR example, the example of 48-tap
FIR filter on a Virtex-4 LX100 with two key design choices
is shown in Table 4(b). Finally, the 96-tap FIR example with
two key design choices is shown in Table 4(c), in which
we use Stratix-II S180 instead of Virtex-4 LX100 because
the on-chip DSP resource of Virtex-4 LX100 limits us to
only one key design choice (no DSP for multiplier and
adder). The results in Tables 4(b) and 4(c) demonstrate the
advantage of CMD more clearly. For larger designs like 48tap and 96-tap FIR, predictions of LCF and ALCF suggest
the slower design; postsynthesis is indecisive. In contrast,
CMD’s accurate prediction is able to differentiate and select
the fastest design in all cases.
Note that the example design space is much larger than
the design choices that we evaluated. For example, the 8tap FIR’s example design space has 1320 different design
choices because each multiplier or adder has several distinct DSP configurations and the number of configuration
combinations quickly grows with 8 multipliers and 7 adders
in the application. In this paper, we select eight typical
design choices (varying DSP configurations for all multipliers
or all adders) from the 1320 choices for the purpose of
demonstration. Also note that the example design space
is only a small corner of the entire design space for the
simple 8-tap FIR, because of the combination explosion from

CMD
205
214

Predicted
LCF
350
251

ALCF
263
188

design choices like latency, alternative IPs, and more (like
the ones mentioned in Section 3.1). CMD can be applied if
those design choices incur changes to the core-level model
of the application (e.g., affecting key parameters of the
core instances). However, rigorous DSE studies should be
conducted on a case-by-case basis for specific applications.
Also, automated placement estimation and clock-frequency
prediction are needed for CMD to efficiently handle big
design spaces of FPGA applications.
Core-level DSE enabled by CMD’s accurate clockfrequency prediction contributes greatly to productivity
improvement of FPGA application development. An anecdotal example of productivity gain from using CMD is discussed
in the next section.
5.6. Productivity Improvements from CMD. The productivity
improvements of using CMD are from three sources: (1) corelevel DSE selects optimal design in the formulation stage;
(2) code-template generation saves coding time in the design
stage; and (3) the frequency constraint generation reduces the
number of frequency constraints to search for the maximum
frequency in the translation stage. The automated frequencysearch tools in the prototype framework can work with
generated frequency constraints to further reduce the time
required to achieve the maximum frequency. For example,
running a parallel exhaustive search on thirty servers over
a range of constraints (e.g., ±15 MHz of the CMD-generated
constraint) can achieve the maximum frequency, in comparable amount of time to a single run of vendor tools.
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Table 5: Example of productivity gains from using CMD for 8-tap
FIR filter.
Breakdown of dev. time
Formulation w/ CMD
Write impl. HDL code
Binary freq. search
Exhaustive freq. search
Total design time
Result frequency

(a) 30-node cluster
(b) Single node
1
2
1
2
N/A
1 hr
N/A
1 hr
8 hrs
6 hrs
8 hrs
6 hrs
40 hrs
N/A
40 hrs
3 hrs
8 hrs
1 hr
N/A
N/A
56 hrs
8 hrs
48 hrs
10 hrs
333 MHz 333 MHz 310 MHz 310 MHz

Column 1: traditional design method (no CMD or binary/exhaustive frequency-search methods).
Column 2: core-level DSE, code-template/constraints generation, and frequency-search tools.

To demonstrate the productivity improvements from
using CMD’s core-level DSE, code-template generation, constraint generation, and the frequency-search tools, we use the
8-tap SPFP FIR filter application as an example to compare
design time of the CMD methodology against a traditional
timing-closure design method, with maximum frequency as
the design goal. The design time measures the period from
formulation to obtaining the 8-tap SPFP FIR filter implementation with the highest achievable frequency. Coding
time is estimated by the designer and frequency-search time
is measured as runtime of our automated frequency-search
tools. The design space is limited to the example design
choices shown in Table 4(a).
The results are summarized in Table 5. Table 5(a) shows
results of using 30-node cluster for the frequency-search
tools. Table 5(b) shows the single-server results for comparison (hence no exhaustive search). Column 1 features our
traditional design method; not using CMD for formulation,
the designer wrote and debugged the VHDL code of the
example application from scratch. After that, for each of the
design choices, the designer modified the code and used
binary search to obtain a resulting clock frequency. If a
30-node cluster is available, the exhaustive method is used
to search 30 higher frequency constraints than the result
frequency of binary search. Column 2 features a design
method that uses CMD, including core-level DSE, codetemplate generation, and constraint generation.
Comparing the results between columns 1 and 2 in both
Tables 5(a) and 5(b), we can see that the CMD methods
achieve the same design as the traditional method in much
shorter time. In particular, we observed over 7x (or 85%)
design time reduction from using CMD with a 30-node
cluster and 4x (or 75%) design time reduction with a single
server. This improvement is comparable to HLS studies such
as [54], which shows 5x (or 80%) reduction in design time for
a stereo-matching application, but at the cost of slower clock
frequency than the RTL design.
From the design time breakdown, we can see how much
time each CMD method saved. Core-level DSE selected the
optimal design during formulation in one hour and saved the
time for design/translation of the other seven designs. That is
why the exhaustive search time of CMD is 1/8th of that for the

traditional method in Table 5(a) and the main reason why the
binary search time is drastically reduced in Table 5(b). Codetemplate generation saved us two hours of coding time as
shown in Tables 5(a) and 5(b). Constraint generation provides
a good starting constraint for the frequency-search tools and
thus as shown in Table 5(a) the binary search can be skipped
and the same frequency as the traditional method is still
achieved. As shown in the time breakdown, the most time
saving comes from core-level DSE.
Note that the result frequency of 333 MHz is not achieved
in Table 5(b). That is because the exhaustive search is not
available and the binary search method is sensitive to the
noise phenomenon of place-and-route process as discussed
in Section 3.3. However, the design time reduction is still
significant when compared to the traditional method on a
single server. Also note that our example application is small
and a single run of its placement-and-routing takes less than
1 hour. Thus, for large applications with lengthier placementand-routing process, more time is likely to be saved by using
CMD.

6. Conclusions and Future Work
FPGA usage has been limited largely due to the relatively
immature nature of design tools. Previous studies have investigated formulation as a step before application development
to overcome this limitation. Following this approach, several
system-level formulation tools are available to help designers
to conduct early DSE for FPGA applications. However, these
tools assume that key parameters (e.g., clock frequency)
of algorithmic components and architectural devices in the
system-level models are provided by designers, which greatly
limits wider use of these formulation tools.
To address this problem, we introduced a core-level
modeling and design (CMD) methodology that enables the
modeling of an FPGA application at an abstract level and
features prediction methods that produce accurate estimates
of key design parameters such as clock frequency. Through
extensive case studies in the DSP application domain, it
was shown that regardless of algorithm complexity or target device family CMD has the highest frequency prediction accuracy as compared to other high-level prediction
methods—3.6% average prediction error versus 13.9% average error. More importantly, the case studies demonstrated
that the higher accuracy allows CMD to better differentiate
candidate designs and select the best one during core-level
DSE. Finally, we demonstrated that core-level DSE and codetemplate/constraint generation can significantly reduce the
total design time for an example application.
For future work, we identify several directions to
expand the CMD methodology and the prototype framework. Firstly, importing architecture models of FPGAs (e.g.,
[51]) into CMD can help application designers to choose
amenable devices. Secondly, leveraging existing RTL prediction research could reduce the need for micro-benchmarking
cores. Thirdly, automated retiming within core-level model
could be added to improve frequency prediction accuracy.
Moreover, exploration and evaluation of larger FPGA circuits
(e.g., from the VTR benchmark suite [55]) and additional
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application domains (e.g., control-intensive applications)
could help further validate CMD and identify additional
usage of CMD. Finally, design goals other than maximum frequency could be explored and evaluated, such as maximum
performance with an area constraint.
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